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Examples of Programs and Funding

How were/are legislative appropriations or funding levels determined?

Funding Component?
• Mission and vision components do not include
information about adequacy or study of funding
• We know funding matters
– Nevada’s history
– Grant incentives are provided to schools that need
assistance. When removed performance declines.

• Goals and objectives must be accompanied by
sufficient and similarly aligned financial, human and
capital resources
• These resources should be grounded in the estimated
costs of programs required to perform the goals and
objectives and not based on available revenue.
• In other words demand should drive funding not the
other way around
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Review and Update of Prior Studies
• 2017 Senate Bill 178
– Sect. 14: NDE shall develop a RFP for an
independent consultant to:
a) Conduct a review of the “Study of a New Method of Funding for Public
Schools in Nevada (aka AIR Study)
b) Update the report and focus on appropriate funding adjustments
associated with serving low-income pupils and English learners
c) Review appropriate term and funding for “pupils who are at-risk”
d) Review the multiplier to the basic support guarantee (BSG) for pupils
with disabilities
e) Review the meaning of the term “gifted and talented pupils”
f) Make recommendations for the implementation of findings

Overview
• 2006 Augenblick, Palaich and Associates (APA)
– Updated in January 2015

• Estimating the Cost of an Adequate Education
in Nevada
• Successful Schools/Evidence Based Approach
– Successful Schools
– Professional Judgment
– Evidence-based approach
– Statistical approach
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Review and Update of Prior Studies
• American Institutes for Research (AIR) Study
– 2012 Study of a New Method of Funding for Public
Schools in Nevada
– Objectives
• Review of the Nevada Plan
• Develop an inventory of state finance systems that fund
at-risk populations and provide adjustments for
rural/remote areas
• Analyze methods used in selected states
• Provide recommendations to improve funding

– Analyzed data from all 50 U.S. states

AIR Sample Results
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AIR Sample Results
K–FAS/DSA
Difference
(J–I)
-25.18%
-48.77%
-38.38%
-30.07%
-22.31%
-41.53%
-20.26%
-25.90%
-27.99%
-27.32%
-31.32%
-30.77%
-18.60%
-30.06%
-32.26%
-1.82%
6.35%

American Institutes for Research

Study of New Funding Method for Nevada Public Schools—81

The Challenge!!
• Identify a funding formula that provides equitable funding across 17
very different school districts with diverse student needs
– Responsive to diversity of school districts
– Responsive to student special needs

• How do you change the formula without benefitting some and
harming others
• Any change without additional resources committed on a long-term
basis will simply redistribute funding
• How would school districts change institutional spending based on
50+ years of practice, funding, labor agreements, facilities, etc…
– How would this affect communities, education, students, staff…

• Change must be phased in so it does not abruptly affect the quality
of education for Nevada’s students.
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APA Proposed Formula Components
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Base Funding – (General Fund)
At-risk – (Economic Disadvantaged)
Special Education
English Learners
District Size
Necessarily Small Schools
Comparative Wage Index
Recommended Funding

At-Risk

• The measure of “at-risk” populations are
typically measures of economic disadvantage
– Nutrition Program and/or other federal programs

• New funding source (at this time)
• State Appropriations
– Victory Schools Grant Program
– $25 million, $1,123.29 per pupil allocation for qualifying schools.
– Currently provides funding to approximately 18 Schools (5 school
districts and 1 Charter School)
– SB 178: to support underperforming English Learners (ELs) and/or
students who qualify for free or reduced-price lunch (FRL) performing
in the lowest quartile of student achievement and who are not
currently enrolled in a Zoom or Victory school
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At-risk State Grant Funds

Special Education Federal Legislation
• Special education funding is dictated by
federal government policy
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Nevada Special Education Funding Change
• Senate Bill 500; 2013 Legislature
– Task Force on K-12 Public Education Funding
• Modification of Funding for Students with Disabilities
– Weighted funding of 2.0 to all students with disabilities
– Funding cap of 13% (if funding is at 2.0)
» Washoe CSD bill to cut 13% in half

• Contingency fund for students with disabilities who require high
cost services
– NDE develop a plan for the operational guidelines
» How to and how much to allocate to the fund

• Initially provide funding as categorical outside the funding formula
and transition inside at a later date if it makes sense to do so.
• NDE work to develop implementation plan that takes into
consideration maintenance of effort (MOE)

Special Education
• Nevada transitioned from a “unit” method of funding
to a weighted formula
– Unit funding was based on staffing allocations based on
the characteristics of the special education student
population (similar to caseloads)
• Similar to teacher allotments

– FY2017 weighted funding allocates funds based on a
multiplier (1.53)
• Multiplier was originally based on the amount funded under
special education unit method
• Funding was not based on demand
• Current “multiplier” is 1.57
• This more closely measure the current funding level relative to the
BSG
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Special Education Formula

FY19 SPED Allocation-13% -FINAL-Enrollment Update 1.2-Q2.xlsx

English Learners
• Parent(s) complete a home language survey
–
–
–
–

What is the language most frequently spoken at home?
Which language did your child learn when he/she first began to talk?
What language does your child most frequently speak at home?
What language do you most frequently speak to your child?

• WIDA-ACCESS Placement Test administered
–

http://www.wida.us/assessment/W-APT/

• Results recorded in Power School
–

Academically disadvantaged

• ACCESS Testing is at the District expense
–
–

Reading, writing and oral exams provided
Assessing Comprehension and Communication English

• Language Action Plan required annually
• Tests provided annually and students exit after they
reach a certain score
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District Size
• Studies conclude that there is a correlation
between the size of a district and costs

Small Schools
• States have made adjustments to funding based on
research showing small schools/districts tend to
face higher costs
• Data from the United States Census shows that
small districts (-3,000) have per pupil expenditures
that are $1,901 above the national average
12 Griffith, Michael. In Education Funding Size Does Matter. 2017. https://www.ecs.org/in-education-funding-size-doesmatter/

• Economies of scale, outsourced professional
services, higher per unit costs, travel, etc…
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Comparable Wage Index (CWI)
• Measure of the variation of non-teacher
professional wages across localities
– Attempts to account for impacts of cost of living
and area amenities
– Considers factors outside of school district
budgets
– Does not consider other wages (e.g. mining)
– Is it relevant?
– Does it reflect the complexity of hiring/retaining in
rural areas?

Proposed Funding Formula

Proposed new NV Model 12.9.18.xlsx
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Preliminary Results
• The formula proposed by APA appears to significantly shift funding
from general fund operations to other categories
– Potential problems with cuts in one fund while adding to others

• Shifts a significant amount of funding or redistributes funding to the
larger districts.
• It is unclear at this point whether the local “outside revenue” will
be used to subsidize the State’s funding guarantee
• Funding levels for at-risk population significantly exceed the State’s
current revenue capacity
• It seems that increases in existing revenue and/or new sources of
revenue will be necessary in order to fully implement.
• Changing the formula without adequate funding and hold harmless
provisions and sufficient phasing period may adversely affect
several school districts (including their students, staff and
communities).
• Discussions continue to understand the formula and its impacts in
order to mitigate or minimize unintended consequences
– It’s always the punch you didn’t see that knocks you out.

Questions or Comments?
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